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Regardless of genetics and experience, getting stronger and looking fitter is always hard. Push yourself. 

Summer break is over, and now it’s time to step up our game. Time to kick up the work outs and start

breaking a sweat with some hard-core, whole body conditioning. The summer is still young and so 

are you – time look and act like it. Sun’s out, guns out. Let’s work it. 

Superset 1: Dumbbell: sit-

stand & 1x Dumbbell 

shoulder press 

Sit-stand: 

 Start: chest out,

stomach sucked in

(maintain the curve

in the lower back)

 Perform the “sit” by

sticking butt back

and keeping the

torso erect

o Maintain posture/

curvature of the back and stay on the heels

 “Sit” down until your butt touches the seat

(you may actually sit, but make sure you

maintain posture)

 Return to standing by keeping core tight

and chest out and rocking your weight back

onto your heels – maintain posture

o Always balance on heels

 Done right, you will feel tension in the

quads, rather than the knees

 If balance is an issue, spread feet out just a

little more

1x shoulder press: 

 Start: chest out and back flat (roll hips into

stomach/ pull belly button into spine/ etc.)

o Hold tight to the supporting substrate

o Bend knees slightly

o Keep other body parts straight (relax the shoulders and they will work properly)

 Perform the press simply by pushing the dumbbell up, a little “back” with respect to the

front of the torso and a little out with respect to the body’s midline

o The goal is to keep the path of the dumbbell and the forearm straight up and down

o You may start with the elbow at a lower position (i.e: closer to the rib-cage)

 You may use the lower body to assist the lift – do not compromise posture

o Keep balance on the heels
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Regardless of genetics and experience, getting stronger and looking fitter is always hard. Push yourself. 

Superset 2: (Repped) Flex arm hang & Bad driver 

Flexed arm hang: 

 Start: on the ground/ on a step – high

enough so you can fully grab the bar

without too much reach; chest out

o You may also start below a bar,

out of reach, and then jump/ pull

yourself into the “up” position

(the image above)

o Or you may start in the “up” position (standing on a tall step) so that you may slowly

lower yourself to the “down” position as may be seen in the self-assisted pull-up

 (If not already in the “up” position) jump up/ grab the bar so that you get in “up” position

 Hold/ Slowly lower self at 4-to-8 count cadence (~4-8 “fast” seconds) to “down” position

o Ideally, do not let go when at the bottom; you’ll be going back up ASAP

o If starting in the “up” position (i.e: standing on a very tall step), attempt to take one

or both feet off the ground while lowering yourself at the appropriate cadence

o If nothing else (i.e: two feet), focus on the tension in the back/ lats when lowering

Bad driver: 

 Start: from “down” position of sit-up, holding up a weight and back pressed into the ground

(i.e: flattening back in shoulder exercises), raise torso up, into crunch position; brace feet

 Perform the movement simply by turning the torso so far that your hands “turn” the weight

like a wheel and the weight lowers as close to the ground as possible; alternate sides

 Maintain a flat back; you may lay back down for a little break (5> seconds) at even reps
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Regardless of genetics and experience, getting stronger and looking fitter is always hard. Push yourself. 

Superset 3: Barbell offset Romanian deadlifts (RDL) & 

Neutral dumbbell chest press 

RDL: 

 Start: chest out, stomach sucked in (to preserve the

curve in the lower back) feet on two “parallel” lines,

with one foot just one (of your) foot’s length behind

the other – may adjust slightly for better balance

o Ideally the foot in the back is parallel to the

foot in the front; may turn slightly out

o The barbell should be resting on the quads

 Perform the exercise by sticking the butt back as far

as possible and lowering the torso with minimal bending of the knees

o Maintain posture (chest out and stomach tight/ lower back curved) – need not look up

o Keep barbell as close to the leg as possible (almost scratching the leg); “roll” elbows in

 At the lowest point, also focus on squeezing the butt together to pull yourself up

o Think about thrusting hips into the bar

Chest press: 

 Start: chest out, butt tight (cheeks clenched), and heels planted on the ground

 Perform downward movement by lowering dumbbells to the sides of the (mid or lower) rib cage

o Keep dumbbells oriented parallel to each other

 Push dumbbells back to original position by focusing on pushing elbows ups

o If unbalanced, focus on pushing dumbbells slightly “up” with respect to standing posture

o Maintain starting posture throughout
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Superset 4: Body row & Reverse crunch 

Body row: 

 Start: chest up, stomach sucked in tight

(so the back won’t bend forward or back),

shoulders relaxed/ pulled down, and body

lowered to slightly uncomfortable depth

o You may use an unmoving bar (i.e: in a Smith machine or a sturdy railing)

o To raise and lower the body, trust your hands and lean back – walk your feet up/ down

 Perform movement by focusing on elbows: “pull” them “back” so the body rises

o At the apex, give the shoulder blades an extra squeeze (together) – shoulders relaxed

o Maintain posture throughout the movement, up and down

Reverse crunch: 

 Start: on the ground, back flattened, arms pulled slightly outward, feet a few inches off ground

o Ideally, knees nearly straight

o Goal: knees start at a distance that barely allows back to be flat (even if right above hips)

 The closer the knees to body, the more bent they start out

 Perform movement by pulling knees into chest while maintaining  supine posture

o Ideally, the butt comes off ground and, along with legs, lowered slowly back to start

Sit-stand: 7-10 reps; 3-5 sets; weight: so that 1st set could potentially be 10-12 reps 

Shoulder press: 6-10 reps each hand; 3-4 sets; weight: so that 1st set could be 7-12 reps 

Arm-hang: 4-6 reps; 3-4 sets; “weight”: hold “up”/ lower self at ~4-8 “fast” second cadence 

Bad driver: 4-7 each side; 3-5 sets; weight: so that 1st set could potentially be 6-9 reps each side 

RDL: 5-7 each leg; 3-4 sets; weight: so that 1st set could potentially be 7-9 reps each leg 

Chest-press: 7-12 reps; 3-4 sets; weight: so that 1st set could potentially be 8-13 reps 

Body row: 8-12 reps; 3-5 sets; “weight”: walk feet far enough forward that 1st set could be 10-14 reps 

Reverse crunch: 5-10 reps; 3-5 sets; “weight”: feet as far out as possible at the “down” position 


